Galileo Services General Assembly, 27th January 2021

Galileo Services evolves into Space Y
On 27th January 2021 Galileo Services General Assembly decided that the Association will evolve and change
its name to SpaceY. The mandate of the Association is still focus on satellite navigation, but now also
incorporating other elements of the EU Space Programme. The mission remains the same: to create value for
Europe through the development of applications and the growth of the European downstream industry.
An important role of the Association is to stress the crucial message that the huge investments in space
infrastructure must be based on real user needs, and on the tangible socio-economic benefits it will generate:
This is whY Europe invests in Space, and the fundamental focus of SpaceY.
Beyond showcasing the EU know-how in the upstream and guaranteeing EU autonomy, EU investments in
space infrastructures must generate return in Europe through developing a competitive downstream industry
for the global market. This will ensure support for European politics such as Health, Green Deal, etc., but also
sustaining economic growth, fostering employment and business for the benefit of European citizens and
users. Any public investment in an EU space infrastructure must be accompanied by a clear and precise
programme to ensure the development of the downstream sector.
Space Y welcomes discussions and joint efforts on an equal footing with any organisation supporting our
common objective: to support the European space downstream sector.
Space Y: This is why we should invest in space infrastructure
For almost 20 years, the organisation’s mission has been to support and assist in the implementation of the
Galileo and EGNOS programmes and to stimulate GNSS downstream technology and business development
(terminals, applications and services), leading to significant job creation opportunities, economic growth in the
EU and enhanced quality of life for its citizens. It also advertises the European industry competence all over
the world, supports EU institutions on request and expresses industry views. Galileo Services has worked in
close collaboration with the key European institutions, including the European Commission, the European
Parliament, the Council as well as other agencies, such as the European GNSS Agency (upcoming EUSPA- EU
Space Programme Agency), the European Space Agency (ESA) and national space agencies providing a unified
voice on issues of importance to the industrial sector.

For further information, contact Aureline Borel, Galileo Services Permanent Representative
e-mail: aureline.borel@galileo-services.org and aureline.borel@spacey.eu.com or visit www.spacey.eu.com

